
Bottom Line May 2021: The May 2021 market snapshot compares year over year (YOY) sales performance of the past four 
years as a year ago activity slowed to almost a standstill in the Covid 19 shutdown. Comparing May 2021 to the same period in 
2019 and 2018, and not to just a year ago at a baseline of almost zero,  confirms the huge spike upwards since pre-Covid of 
units sales, sales volume and rising prices. Remarkably, there have been (4) Aspen neighborhoods where the average sale price 
per sq ft in the past 6 months has been above $2,000:  these are single family homes in East Aspen, Red Mountain, West End 
and Downtown Aspen condos/townhomes. Perhaps even crazier, of the 5 downtown single family home sales in the past 6 
months, the avg sold price per sq ft was almost $3,100 sq ft. (See pg 7). Sales in general continue to be robust and inventory of 
properties for sale is at its lowest level of the past 10 years in both Aspen and Snowmass Village. If a property isn’t moving in 
the current environment, there’s either a very property specific issue or its pricing, and a buyer opportunity may present itself.  

Source data is from the Aspen Glenwood MLS and is scrubbed (Pg3) to remove outlier and misleading sales.  Aspen includes 
Brush Creek, Woody Creek and Old Snowmass single family home sales over $1.5M. Sales by specific Aspen and Snowmass 
neighborhoods are on Pages 7 and 9 respectively. Included property types are single family homes, condos, townhomes, duplex-
es and residential vacant lots at sold prices over $250,000 except where otherwise indicated. Fractionals are not included.  

May 2021:  Aspen Snowmass Real Estate Market Snapshot  
RELEASED 6.9.21 ON OR NEAR THE 1ST MONDAY EACH MONTH 

v4.0 The Estin Report publishes a 10-page monthly Aspen real estate market “Snapshot” on or near the 1st Monday of each month.  The Snapshot pre-
sents a “bottom line” summary and raw data of the subject month and YTD performance for residential real estate sales in Aspen and Snowmass with 
three sections: 1) Total combined Aspen Snowmass Village Market; 2) The Aspen Market; 3) The Snowmass Village Market.  It features charts, tables and 
30-day live links to photos and details of sold properties and compares the subject month to the same time in prior years. The Monthly Snapshot is the 
only Aspen and Snowmass property sales information widely published in a timely and consistent manner early each month.  

May 2021 Aspen & Snowmass Village Real Estate  
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NOTE: UC— The number of units that went Under Contract in Apr 2021. This does not necessarily mean that they will close in May or June 
2021, or at all. They may fall out of contract.  UC’s are used as an indicator of future activity when compared to the prior year. In general, 
a rising number of under contracts combined with falling inventory of properties for sale indicates price pressure upwards, and vice versa, 
but the data should to be evaluated by specific neighborhoods (Pgs 7 & 9) for more meaningful conclusions. 
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May 2021 Aspen Real Estate Inventory, Sales and Under Contracts 
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Aspen condo sales May 2021 
• Unit Sales: +2200% (23) in May ‘21 vs (1) in May ‘20 vs –91% (11) in May ‘19 vs  –35% (17) in May ‘18 
• Dollar Sales: +2285% $54M in May ‘21 vs $2M in May ‘20 vs –91% ($25M) in May ‘19 vs –41% ($42M) in May ‘18 
• Inventory Active Listings:  -35% (77) in May ‘21 vs (119) in May ‘20 vs +13% (105) in May ‘19 vs –19% (129) in May ‘18 
Aspen condo sales YTD 
• Unit Sales: +158% (85) in May ‘21 vs (33) in May ‘20 vs –49% (65) in May ‘19 vs +20% (54) in May ‘18 
• Dollar Sales: +44% $216M in May ‘21 vs $150M in May ‘20 vs +4% ($144M) in May ‘19 vs –17% ($174M) in May ‘18 
• Inventory Active Listings:  +13% (188) in May ‘21 vs (165) in May ‘20 vs -14% (193) in May ‘19 vs +5% (183) in May ‘18 
Aspen Single family home sales May 2021 
• Unit Sales: +450% (11) in May ‘21 vs (2) in May ‘20  vs –82% (11) in May ‘19 vs +38% (8) in May ‘18 
• Dollar Sales: +2407% $169M in May ‘21 vs $7M in May ‘20 vs –94% ($120M) in May ‘19vs +20% ($66M) in May ‘18 
• Inventory Active Listings:  -42% (80) in May ‘21 vs (137) in May ‘20 vs –3% (141) in May ‘19vs –4% (147) in May ‘18 
Aspen Single family home sales YTD 
• Unit Sales: +152% (53) in May ‘21 vs (21) in May ‘20  vs –38% (34) in May ‘19vs –3% (35) in May ‘18 
• Dollar Sales: +257% $625M in May ‘21 vs $175M in May ‘20 vs –42% ($304M) in May ‘19 vs +20% ($253M) in May ‘18 
• Inventory Active Listings:  -19% (152) in May ‘21 vs (189) in vs –8% (207) in May ‘19 vs +0% (206) in May ‘18 
 
*Typically, the Aspen market represents 70-75% of the total combined Aspen Snowmass Village real estate marketplace.  

Aspen Only:  May 2021 Market Statistics Summary 

Snowmass Village Only:  May 2021 Market Statistics Summary 

Snowmass Village condo sales May 2021 
• Unit Sales: +367% (14) in May ‘21 vs (3) in May ‘20  vs –87% (23) in May ‘19 vs +283% (6) in May ‘18 
• Dollar Sales: +555% $19M in May ‘21 vs $3M in May ‘20 vs –87% ($22M) in May ‘19 vs +198% ($7M) in May ‘18 
• Inventory Active Listings:  -55% (58) in May ‘21 vs (129) in May ‘20 vs –8% (140) in May ‘19 vs –21% (178) in May ‘18 
•  
Snowmass Village condo sales YTD 
• Unit Sales: +171% (114) in May ‘21 vs (42) in May ‘20  vs –28% (58) in May ‘19 vs +45% (40) in May ‘18 
• Dollar Sales: +155% $152M in May ‘21 vs $60M in May ‘20 vs +1% ($59M) in May ‘19 vs +106% ($29M) in May ‘18 
• Inventory Active Listings:  +9% (209) in May ‘21 vs (191) in May ‘20 vs –21% (243) in May ‘19 vs +0% (245) in May ‘18 
Snowmass Village Single family home sales May 2021 
• Unit Sales: +600% (7) in May ‘21 vs (1) in May ‘20  vs –75% (4) in May ‘19 vs –20% (5) in May ‘18 
• Dollar Sales: +2225% $45M in May ‘21 vs $2M in May ‘20 vs –79% ($9M) in May ‘19 vs –60% ($23M) in May ‘18 
• Inventory Active Listings:  -67% (20) in May ‘21 vs (61) in May ‘20 vs –3% (63) in May ‘19 vs –19% (78) in May ‘18 
Snowmass Village Single family home sales YTD 
• Unit Sales: +350% (27) in May ‘21 vs (6) in May ‘20  vs –60% (15) in May ‘19 vs –25% (20) in May ‘18 
• Dollar Sales: +662% $143M in May ‘21 vs $19M in May ‘20 vs –73% ($68M) in May ‘19 vs +9% ($63M) in May ‘18 
• Inventory Active Listings:  -34% (56) in May ‘21 vs (85) in May ‘20 vs –22% (110) in May ‘19 vs +0% (110) in May ‘18 
 
* Typically, the Snowmass Village  market represents 25-30% of the total combined Aspen Snowmass Village real estate marketplace. 



Note: Aspen includes Brush Creek, Woody Creek and Old Snowmass single family home (SFH) 
sales over $1.5M.  * Condos (CO) category includes Townhomes (TH) and Duplexes per Aspen Glenwood MLS definition. Single Fam-
ily Homes are SFH. Median prices are less likely than avg. prices to be disproportionately skewed by extreme high or low priced 
sales, and they are generally considered a more accurate measure of price direction. For Avg Sold Prices and Sold $/SqFt metrics by 
neighborhoods, go to pg 7 (Aspen) & 9 (SMV). A blank cell above represents no sales during the time period. 

May 2021 Aspen and Snowmass Median Sold Prices 

May 2021 Med Sold Price/Sq Ft for Aspen and Snowmass Village 

Note: Aspen includes Brush Creek, Woody Creek and Old Snowmass single family home 
(SFH) sales over $1.5M. *Condos (CO) category includes Townhomes (TH) and Duplexes per Aspen Glenwood MLS definition. For 
Avg $/SqFt metrics by neighborhoods, go to pages 7 & 9. A blank cell above represents no sales during the time period. 
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Estin Report:  Total Aspen Snowmass Combined Market May 2021 & Historical Sales 

Estin Report:  Total Aspen Snowmass Market May 2021 Dollar Sales  

Estin Report:  Total Aspen Snowmass Market May 2021 Unit Sales 
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Bars represent $ volume by property type (left axis) and shaded areas represent unit sales/listing inventory (right axis) 

May 2021 Aspen Sales Comparisons 

*Includes Aspen, Brush Creek Village, Woody Creek, and Old Snowmass homes over $1.5M. 
Vacant land excluded for scale reasons. 
 

 

The Estin Report: The charts and tables above document sales activity for Aspen which includes Aspen, Brush Creek, Woody Creek and 
Old Snowmass single family home sales over $1.5M in the subject month. Included property types are single family homes, condos, 
townhomes, duplexes and residential vacant land at sold at prices over $250,000.  Fractionals are not included.  Source data is from 
the Aspen Glenwood MLS and it is scrubbed to remove outliers and sales that the author believes are misleading. This information is 
deemed reliable but cannot be guaranteed. The Estin Report© is copyrighted 2021 and all rights reserved. Use is permitted subject to 
the following attribution with an active link to the source: "The Estin Report  on Aspen real estate." For sales assistance and inquiries, 
please call or text Aspen Snowmass Sothebys broker Tim Estin at 970.309.6163 or tim@estinaspen.com    
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Estin Report:  May 2021 Aspen Core Condos* - 6-Mos. Averages 

*Specific Aspen areas only and not all Aspen neighborhoods are represented. See Pg 9 for Snowmass Village and Old Snowmass. 
NOTE: All blank spaces represent a zero value or invalid percentage. 
**Absorption Rate is calculated by dividing the number of sales within a given period (6 mos.) by the months in a given period (6) to establish the rate of 
sales per month, and then dividing the inventory by this rate of sales. It is the amount of time it should take to sell off the current supply of properties. 

*Townhomes (TH)+Duplexes are separated out from Condos/Townhomes/Dup category per AGSMLS. © Estin Report: May 2021 : www.EstinAspen.com 

Estin Report:  What Aspen* Areas Are Selling? 6-Mos. Avg. Sales by Location 
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*Snowmass Village only. Vacant Land is excluded from graph for scale reasons. 
 

May 2021 Snowmass Village Sales Comparisons 

Bars represent $ volume by property type (left axis) and shaded areas represent unit sales/listing inventory (right axis) 

 
The Estin Report: The charts and tables above document sales activity for Snowmass Village only. Included property types are single 
family homes, condos, townhomes, duplexes and residential vacant land at sold at prices over $250,000.  Fractionals are not includ-
ed.  Source data is from the Aspen Glenwood MLS and it is scrubbed to remove outliers and sales that the author believes are mis lead-
ing. This information is deemed reliable but cannot be guaranteed. The Estin Report© is copyrighted 2021 and all rights reserved. Use 
is permitted subject to the following attribution with an active link to the source: " The Estin Report on Aspen real estate." For sales 
assistance and inquiries, please call or text Aspen Snowmass Sothebys broker Tim Estin at 970.309.6163 or tim@estinaspen.com   
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NOTE: Blank spaces represent a zero value or invalid percentage. 

http://www.estinaspen.com/


Estin Report:  May 2021 Snowmass Village Condos*—6-Mos. Averages 

Estin Report:  What Snowmass Village* Areas Are Selling? 6-Mos. Avg. Sales by Location 

*Specific Snowmass Village and Old Snowmass and not all SMV neighborhoods are represented. For Aspen areas see Pg 7. 
NOTE: All blank spaces represent a zero value or invalid percentage. 
**Absorption Rate is calculated by dividing the number of sales within a given period (6 mos.) by the months in a given period (6) to establish the rate of 
sales per month, and then dividing the inventory by this rate of sales. It is the amount of time it should take to sell off the current supply of properties. 
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*Townhomes (TH) + Duplexes are Decarated out from Condos/Townhomes/Dup category in AGSMLS.  



May 2020:  Aspen Snowmass Real Estate Market Snapshot  


